). In specific structural contexts, a site Z-DNA double helix was proposed to play a role in a comparable to ADE_WC_H might also emerge for the minor conformational change associated with leftguanines (GUA_WC_S) and cytidines (CYT_WC_CH). handed DNA double helices (Drew et al., 1980) .
). In specific structural contexts, a site Z-DNA double helix was proposed to play a role in a comparable to ADE_WC_H might also emerge for the minor conformational change associated with leftguanines (GUA_WC_S) and cytidines (CYT_WC_CH). handed DNA double helices (Drew et al., 1980) . which the ion lies on the bisector of the amino group of Table 1 ). Dashed spheres correspond to potential anion binding sites that can be inferred from structures extracted from the NDB and CSD. Average coordination distances and angles derived from Table 1 Given the large solvent-exposed electropositive edge of pd0150 are similar to those derived for the SO 4 2Ϫ ions the G76·G100 pair, the anions are not confined to a (Table 1) nicely confined to the GUA_WC site. The fact that the anion and water binding site located in front of G81 overlap almost perfectly suggests that such solvation sites may be at least partially occupied, as a result of positional and/or dynamical disorder, by anions in crystal structures ( Figure 3B ). MD simulations conducted on DNA duplexes at 1.0 M added NaCl showed likewise that Cl Ϫ ions can bind to the major and minor grooves of GϭC pairs at the GUA_S and CYT_CH sites, respectively, with estimated occupancies of 4%-10% (Feig and Pettitt, 1999). It is expected that the anion occupancy ratio for such solvent-exposed sites decreases at physiological concentrations. Still, for anions occupying more specific and solvent protected binding pockets like those observed in the 50S large ribosomal subunit (rr0033) or at protein/nucleic acid interfaces (Table 1) , the occupancies might increase significantly. Besides, anion binding to nucleic acids may be of significance in halophiles in which the intracellular salt concentration often exceeds 1.0 M.
How Relevant Are Anion Binding Sites around Nucleic Acids?
The preceding data extracted from crystallographic studies and MD simulations clearly establish that specific sequences and folds of nucleic acids can mold significant anion binding pockets even though the number of detected sites is relatively low compared to the number of known cation binding sites. Yet, it is possible that some anion binding sites remained undetected due to various attribution difficulties during the refinement process, especially at moderate or low resolution (Das ). Hence, it is binding sites defined in Figure 1 . very difficult to mistake this polyatomic anion (S: Z ϭ Chloride Anion 16) for a water molecule which displays coordination Given its high number of electrons (Z ϭ 18), it is difficult distances around 2.9 Å . On the other hand, the NDB search has revealed that in several occurrences, M nϩ to mistake a Cl Ϫ ion for a water molecule (Z ϭ 10) even These examples demonstrate the importance of a correct assignment of the solvent peaks in crystallographic structures since such data may be used to elaborate complex catalytic schemes or to initiate MD simulations that may subsequently be invalidated. Hence, the awareness that anions can intrude into the first hydration shell of negatively charged nucleic acids, especially when highly concentrated crystallization solutions are used, is essential. 
Binding of Negatively Charged Groups

Experimental Procedures
The 10 ns MD simulation of the eubacterial 5S rRNA loop E that is analyzed here has been extensively described in ( be compensated by thermal factor values. In dubious cases, diffraction experiments that use the anomalous
